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Pacifism and conscientious objectors

W A R R E S I S TA N C E A N D
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
Extract 1 (1914) – War Resistanceand the Anti-War Movement-

Extract 2 (1916) – Dundee and theAnti-War Campaign-

[William Kenefick, ‘Scottish War Resisters and Conscientious
Objectors, 1914-1919’, in The Palgrave Handbook of Artistic and
Cultural Responses to War since 1914. Pages 295-296]

[William Kenefick, ‘Scottish War Resisters and Conscientious
Objectors, 1914-1919’, in The Palgrave Handbook of Artistic and
Cultural Responses to War since 1914. Page 298]

On Sunday 9th August [1914], over 5,000 people
attended a hastily arranged peace rally on Glasgow
Green, organised jointly by the ILP, the BSP and
Glasgow Peace Society. It was an impressive feat
of organisation considering that the event was only
advertised in Forward the day before. The meeting
agreed they “could not stop the war” and that they
simply sought to offer an antidote to jingoism and war
fever. Despite a relatively small circulation Forward
was able to reach a “wide and cosmopolitan” audience
that included “doctors and dock labourers” and rebels
of every possible brand “from mild peace advocates
to the wildest of revolutionaries.” Yet despite the
large turnout, no Scottish newspaper except Forward,
the Labour Leader and the Dundee-based Scottish
Prohibitionist reported the event. As the Forward
headline reported: “Glasgow’s Peace Demonstration …
Boycotted by the Capitalist Press.”

Dundee was unique in having the support of
two Scottish Prohibitionist Parties: the Scottish
Prohibitionist Party (SPP) led by Edwin Scrymgeour,
and the National Prohibition and Reform Party
(NPRP) led by Robert ‘Bob’ Stewart respectively with
religious support from the Dundee Free Religious
Movement led by Rev. Henry Dawtrey. Together with
the anti-war Scottish District Council of the Marxist
BSP, Dundee Trades Council and the unequivocal
support of Scrymgeour’s Scottish Prohibitionist
newspaper, they formed the Dundee Joint Committee
Against Conscription in January 1916.
… This group were later joined by the Union of
Democratic Control (UDC) after a branch was
established in Dundee in May 1916. Thereafter, the city
became a stronghold of a growing anti-war movement
led by the ILP and NCF along with the BSP, the
UDC and the Women’s Peace Movement drawn from
Dundee’s anti-war suffragette community.

NOTE: ILP – Independent Labour Party
BSP – British Socialist Party
UDC – Union of Democratic Control
NCF – No-Conscription Fellowship
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CONTEMPORARY SOURCES –
P R O - W A R A N D A N T I - W A R P R O PA G A N DA
Teacher’s Note
Reprinted opposite is a postcard produced and
published by the National Prohibition and Reform
Party (NPRP). The front shows a photograph of
Dundee-born Robert (Bob) Stewart who organised
and led the NPRP (he was also a founder member of
the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB) after
the war). Stewart was a Conscientious Objector (CO)
and refused military service after conscription was
introduced with the passing of the Military Service
Act 1916. This photo was taken around the time of
Stewart’s second prison sentence which he served in
Calton Jail, Edinburgh in 1917. Stewart was to serve
four consecutive sentences and was only released
from prison in April 1919 having served more than
two years.

Source 1 – Anti-War Postcard 1917of Dundee CO Robert Stewart-

NOTE: On the reverse of this postcard (see next page)
is a poem composed by Stewart about his stand as an
(Absolutist) Conscientious Objector (CO) at the time
of the First World War.
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A N A N T I - M I L I TA R I S T V E R S I O N
O F “A M A N ’ S A M A N F O R A’ T H AT.”

NOTE: Postcard by kind permission of © Alexander (Sandy) Constable. His father – also Alexander – was a CO from
Aberdeen and personally knew Bob Stewart. This postcard is from the Constable Family Archive and was originally
printed by Paul & Matthew, Dundee in 1917.

Teacher’s Note
This poem is written in the style of Robert Burns – better known as Rabbie Burns and Scotland’s national bard. It is
intended to be sung to the tune of ‘A Man’s A Man for A’ That.’ Rabbie Burns was (and is still today) recognised as a
Scottish and international cultural icon and his words and image were used by patriotic supporters of the war and by
Scottish press and public propaganda bodies during the war years.
As shown in the recruitment poster on the next page [Source 2] the words and image of Burns was used to stir men to enlist
and this was also part of a concerted press campaign to further encourage recruitment across Scotland. The poster contained
the first verse of a two-stanza poem written by Burns in 1782, placed below his image and distributed across the UK and
Britain in 1915.
Interestingly a very similar design was used in an American recruitment poster for the National Guard published in the
United States after the US joined the war during April 1917.
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Source 2 – British (1915) and US (1917) First World War Recruiting Posters-

SOURCE: Scottish (British) poster produced and
published by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee,
London 1915; the US poster was produced
and published by Publicity Committee Citizens
Preparedness Association to recruit for the National
Guard, Washington, 1917.
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Teacher’s Note
It takes no great leap in imagination that it would
create good newspaper press to make an appeal in
Burns name ‘to shame the men who refused to
fight … and to expose the ‘Shirkers’ in their midst!’
To that end the People’s Journal invited readers in
December 1915, to submit poems in the style of
the ‘Bard, Rabbie Burns’. The winning entries were
published in January 1916 with opening headline:
BURNS CASTIGATES THE SHIRKERS.
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Source 3 – Burns Castigates the Shirkers-

Source 4 – (version a) – ‘Scots Wha Hae’-

[Dundee People’s Journal, January 22, 1916]

[The first was written by Miss Katie Cummings of Fairford, Cults in
Aberdeenshire. She sent her message in the form of ‘a new double
stanza’ to the well-known song ‘Scots Wha Hae’]

National Bard’s Patriotic Message
As a patriot, and one who was himself ready to fight
to defend his country, Robbie Burns, had he been alive
to-day, would have had no patience with the shirker.
We can be positively sure of that. His sparkling wit
and biting sarcasm would have been used to the full
at their expense. The readers who entered our “Burns’
Message to the Shirkers” competition have been just as
severe on the slacker as the National Bard could have
been. Without exception they condemn him.

Teacher’s Note
In total some 400 readers responded to Burns’
‘patriotic message’ and the top 14 were
published in the newspaper on January 22, 1916.
Two entries [Source 4a and 4b] are reproduced
opposite and could be sung to the well-known
Scottish folk song ‘Scots Wha Hae’.

Men unworthy o’ the name,
Trembling, hide their heads at hame,
Theirs be everlasting shame,
Regret and Misery.
Scotland’s God look on them now;
Licht within their heart a low;
Send them forth resolved to bow,
Nevermore to kneel.
NOTE: A telling phrase here is the reference to
‘Scotland’s God’ to give Scottish shirkers the courage
needed to fight Scotland’s war.

Source 4 – (version b) – ‘Scots Wha Hae’ [The second was written by R.T. Cameron of Bridgeton in Glasgow]

Scots wha hae o’ Wallace read;
Scots by birth tae Freedom wed;
Whaur’s yer pluck that ye should dread
Like a man to dee?
Think o’ Scotland’s battle fame,
Then man, if you’re worth the name
Dinna skulk aboot at hame,
But a sodger be.

NOTE: The last line in this poem and the use of the
word ‘sodger’ (meaning soldier) accords well with the
four-line stanza accompanying a recruiting poster in
source 2.
The main point being made is that in terms of
propaganda, both the majority pro-war and the
minority anti-war sections of society could use the same
sources to promote the very different point of view.
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Teacher’s Note
This material can be used across the curriculum for both History and English. The use of poetry here is promoted to
make a point both from a patriotic pro-war position and an anti-war perspective. For more on this subject see further
reading below.

FURTHER READING
William Kenefick, ‘War Resisters and Anti-Conscription in Scotland:
An ILP Perspective’, in C.M.M. Macdonald and E. McFarland (editors)
Scotland and the Great War (Edinburgh University Press, 1999.
William Kenefick, The Rise and Fall of the Scottish Radical Left
c.1872 to 1932 (Edinburgh University Press, 2007); see chapter 6
‘War Resistance and Anti-Conscription’ pp 132-158, and pp 160-162
of chapter 7.
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William Kenefick, ‘Scottish War Resisters and Conscientious
Objectors, 1914-1919’, in M. Kerby, Margaret Baguley and Janet
McDonald (editors), The Palgrave Handbook of Artistic and Cultural
Responses to War since 1914, The British Isles, the United States and Australasia
(Switzerland, 2018).
William Kenefick, ‘The Impact of War and Revolution – Dundee
1914-1918’, in William Kenefick and Derek Patrick (editors),
Tayside at War (Abertay Historical Society, Dundee, 2018).
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